How to talk about mechanized plasma cut samples

Overview:

•
•
•
•
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What can plasma do well and why?
What are the key attributes to consider when reviewing a sample?
Why did we choose the sample shapes we use?
Tips on properly assessing competitors’
competitors cut samples

What can plasma do well and why?

Plasma provides the optimal mix of cut quality,
productivity and operating cost for a wide
range of metals from thin to thick:
Cut quality advantages:
• Excellent angularity
• Small heat
heat-affected
affected zone
• Virtually dross-free
• Good to excellent fine-feature cutting
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What can plasma do well and why?

Plasma provides the optimal mix of cut quality, productivity
and operating cost:
y advantages:
g
Productivity
• Broad thickness capability: 3 mm to 160 mm
• Fast cutting speeds for all thicknesses
• Fast pierce times
• Long consumable life and quick-disconnect torches
and maximize “up-time”
Operating and maintenance costs are very low compared
to other cutting technologies like CO2 laser.
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What can plasma do well and why?

What factors influence plasma cutting success?

The plasma cutting process is directly influenced by
th
three
primary
i
ffactors:
t
-Plasma cutting system: Machine technology,
amperage gas type and process choice
amperage,
-Material: Type, composition and surface finish
-Cutting machine motion: Mechanical, Torch Height
Control, Computer Numerical Control (CNC) and
Programming
g
g
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What are the key cut sample attributes to consider?

Is it a good cut or not? What to look for:
• Review each of these characteristics on a cut sample:
• Edge angularity
• Top edge rounding
• Edge color/oxidation
• Surface waviness/roughness
• Dross
D
• Geometry of part involved
• Process, speed and amperage used
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What are the key cut sample attributes to consider?

Is it a good cut or not? Consider a customer’s expectations for a
perfect part, review each attribute separately:
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Important questions to ask when reviewing a cut sample:

Questions to ask about each attribute when reviewing a sample:
Edge angularity – Is the angle acceptable? Are angles consistent on all sides?
Top
p edge
g rounding
g – How sharp
p is the top
p edge?
g
Edge color/oxidation – What is the edge color? Similar to the plate surface?
Surface roughness/waviness – How smooth is the surface?
Dross – Has dross accumulated? Is it easilyy removed?

How does the amperage and process selected impact productivity?
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Examples: appearance and productivity

HPRXD 12 mm (1/2”) mild steel 130 amp cut vs. same at 400 amps.
Optimal settings vs. maximum productivity: What does the customer
need? It depends: fine feature vs. fastest speeds
400
00 a
amps
ps  Highest
g est speed = highest
g est p
productivity
oduct ty ((not
ot fine
e feature)
eatu e)
Note potential for corner wash, potential for part size inconsistency
400 amps

130 amps

130 amps  High speed = high productivity, fine feature
Note fine feature details, crisp interior corners, part size consistency,
limited cut surface angle
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Examples: appearance and productivity

HPRXD 12 mm (1/2”) mild steel 130 amp cut vs. same at 400 amps.
Optimal settings vs. maximum productivity: What does the customer
need? It depends: fine feature vs. fastest speeds

130 amps
400 amps

M
Many
more parts
t per hour,
h
b
butt hi
high
h amperage and
d hi
high
h cutt speeds
d lilimit
it fifine d
details
t il
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Examples: prioritizing productivity over optimal quality

HPRXD 12 mm (1/2”) mild steel 130 amp cut vs. same at 400 amps =
101% increase in cut speed if resulting cut quality meets customer
requirements . Is quality or productivity most important?
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HyDefinition vs. Conventional Cut Quality – Key Differences

Conventional Plasma
• Top edge rounding may be present
• Good
G d surface
f
quality
lit
• Good corner quality
• Limited cut surface angle

HyDefinition Plasma
• Square top edge
• Smooth cut surface
• Sharp corners
• Minimal cut surface angle
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Examples: appearance and productivity

MAXPRO200 12 mm (1/2”) mild steel Air/Air 130 amp cut vs. O2/Air
200 amp cut. What is the best balance of cut quality and
productivity for the customer?

O2/Air
O2/Ai

Air/Air
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Examples: prioritizing productivity over optimal quality

MAXPRO200 12 mm (1/2”) mild steel Air/Air 130 amp cut vs. O2/Air
200 amp cut = 67% increase in cut speed if resulting cut quality
meets customer requirements.
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Why did we choose the sample shapes we use?

Hypertherm samples are designed to represent shapes cut by our
customers and best demonstrate the capabilities of the
selected technology and process. Samples are cut using
settings found in our instruction manual cut charts on standard
metals
t l used
d broadly
b
dl in
i cutting
tti applications
li ti
today.
t d
Example: The HPRXD mild steel sample shape features 1/1 True
H l ttechnology
Hole
h l
and
d Fi
Fine Feature
F t
settings.
tti
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Cut sample attributes and speaking points

Example: HPRXD cut samples
Sharp corners
True Hole

Bolt ready holes

Minimal cut angle:
consistent from top to
bottom of cut
Fine Feature precision
Smooth cut surface

Sharp
p top
p and
bottom edges
Ideal surface color
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Standard cut charts =
great results
Optimal gas selection
per thickness
thi k

Plasma process engineering terms and insights

•

ISO range differences per thickness: Why plasma excels on thicker
materials/why thinner materials are more challenging for plasma  (stand
up test magnifies tolerance demands.)

•

Edge angularity
Ed
l it tends
t d to
t be
b better
b tt on materials
t i l on the
th thick
thi k end
d off th
the cutt
chart because of slower cut speeds (one factor)

•

Consistent process quality and repeatability is reflected by similar
angles on all sides of a sample

•

Looped corners are used to demonstrate sharp corner results
results. NonNon
looped corners may reflect plasma arc instability and result in minor
waviness and corner dross

Plasma process engineering terms and insights

The most common question about plasma cut results:
What should I expect? (How much top edge rounding, dross, edge
angularity
g
y is reasonable?))
The multiple possible combinations of materials, thicknesses, and
plasma process options make this impossible to answer as a
general question. By identifying the material to be cut, at what
thickness and at what amperage, very specific answers can be
provided. Defining
p
g the p
priority
y of optimal
p
cut q
quality
y and p
productivity
y
is critical.
Example: 12 mm ½” mild steel, 130 amps, O2/Air Fine Feature HPRXD 
little to no dross, sharp top edges, limited angularity.

Tips on properly assessing competitors’ cut samples

•

Would a customer be able to replicate the sample?
– Unachievable results are unfair. Samples should be repeatable by customers

•

Were production settings used? Cut charts customized?
– Custom settings, if used, should be stated

•

Was treated or special plate used to increase odds of best results?
– Use of customer (quality) plate is the only way to responsibly set expectations . Use
of treated/special plate elevates risks of setting unrealistic expectations for results

•

What kind of cutting machine was used? High precision or entry level?
– Example: Conventional plasma samples cut on a precision table do not set
reasonable expectations for the customer

•

Was the sample cut on the machine model being promoted? Was the
sample cut in an engineering lab or at a customer site?
– Samples cut by a plasma OEM demonstrate potential results by process. A sample
g machine OEM ((or their customer)) demonstrates expected
p
cutting
g
cut byy a cutting
machine brand outcomes and OEM cutting expertise
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Tips on properly assessing competitors’ cut samples

•

Are the cut sample part programs available?
– Cut sample files from all OEM’s should be available to all customers

•

Were the corners looped?
– Corner looping is common and should be compared to non-looped corners because
the final results will likely vary

•

What amperage and cut speeds were used?
– Process information enables the customer to make an accurate comparison and
should be provided

•

Were the holes pre-pierced and scraped (or pre-drilled)?
– Both methods impact customer expectations for productivity and material handling

•

Does the sample represent best possible quality at slow cut speeds?
– If yes, production cut speed results should also be demonstrated
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Educating our customers to consider all factors

Hypertherm Cut Sample Messaging:
•

The ‘What Determines Plasma Cut Quality’ letter is a key part of every cut
sample kit and should be read by all Customers
• Sticker on back of every Hypertherm cut sample should be noted:
“Samples produced at Hypertherm labs. Cutting machine design and
motion impacts cut quality. Consult cutting machine manufacturer for
details”
• Hypertherm
H
th
uses th
the same mild
ild and
d stainless
t i l
steel
t l ffor process d
development
l
t
and cut samples. No special plate is ever purchased
Material used in lab testing and for cut samples:
– Stainless steel  304L
– Mild steel  A36 over 12 mm (1/2”) and A572 Grade 50 for 12 mm (1/2”)
and below (subset of A36)
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Messaging: samples should be one element in purchasing

“The
The cut sample can be an excellent
way to visually represent the
capabilities of metal cutting
equipment.
q p
By
y evaluating
g the bevel
angle, dross levels and smoothness
of the cut, an accurate depiction of
the capabilities of this process can
be observed. However, the cut
sample should not be the sole
determining factor in the
purchasing
h i
decision.”
d i i ”

What Determines Plasma Cut Quality? - Letter is included with all Hypertherm cut samples
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Summary:

Hypertherm Cut Sample Messaging:
• Cut samples should be one element of the buying process, not the
sole determining factor when selecting a plasma system.
• The balance of optimal
p
cut q
quality
y and maximum p
productivity
y must
be considered.
• The shape of the cut sample must clearly convey key plasma
process attributes.
p
• Key attributes of the sample should be reviewed with the customer.
• Live demonstrations and/or video of the sample being cut should be
provided for any OEM samples
samples.
• The most useful cut samples are cut by a customer on the machine
make and model being considered.
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